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Abstract - Separations, including enrichment, concentration, purification, refining, and isolation, are most 

important to chemical engineers. Separation of azeotropic mixtures is a topic of great practical and industrial 

interest. Azeotropic mixtures may often be effectively separated by distillation by adding a liquid material 

(entrainer) to the system. For the development of separation processes for azeotropic mixtures, there is a need 

for insight into the fundamental phenomena of non-ideal and azeotropic phase equilibria.  

In general, separation of homogeneous liquid mixtures requires the creation or addition of another 

phase within the system. The most common method is repeated vaporization and condensation and distillation 

where the vapor phase becomes gradually enriched in the more volatile components compared to the liquid. The 

separation of azeotropes and close-boiling mixtures is often faced in the pharmaceutical and special chemical 

industries.  This paper aims to contribute to our understanding of the separation of THF-Water mixture within 

extractive and azeotropic columns by reviewing recently published work. Tetrahydrofuran and water form a 

minimum boiling azeotrope at 64
0
C, which contains water in 6.7% mass fraction. Conventional distillation to 

separate these two components cannot be used. In this work, various methods of solvents/entrainers will be tried 

upon for the purpose. The flow sheet will be simulate in suitable software like Aspen plus.  

Investigation of design parameters characterizing the operation and mass transfer phenomena of 

distillation columns have led to better understanding of the thermodynamic properties, heat and mass transfer 

mechanisms during the operation. This review focuses on extractive and azeotropic distillation columns, their 

description, design and operation, application areas, simulation and sensitivity analysis encountered and 

parameters characterizing the operation are presented together with the findings of published work. 

 

Keywords: - Azeotropic/Extractive distillation, Tetrahydrofuran, water, Aspen plus, simulation, sensitivity 

analysis. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW 

The separation of azeotropes and close-boiling mixtures is often faced in the pharmaceutical and 

special chemical industries. Separation of azeotropic mixtures is a topic of great practical and industrial interest 

[1]. Separation of THF is very important, many experts got around 93% recovery of THF. But industrially 99% 
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recovery is essential, and that is the purpose of our work. The presence of some specific group’s particularly 

polar groups (oxygen, nitrogen, chlorine and fluorine), often results in the formation of azeotropes. Azeotropic 

mixtures may often be effectively separated by distillation by adding a liquid material (entrainer) to the system 

Batch distillation is a common solvent recovery unit operation and deals with increasing economic incentives 

and environmental regulations [2]. Usually a feasible entrainer is fed to the column to break the azeotropes. 

Tetrahydrofuran dehydration is a process of special economical concern, as anhydrous THF demand is 

increasing. THF is cyclic ether used as a solvent in the manufacture of paint, adhesives, impression ink, 

pharmaceutical products, etc. It is also an intermediate product and a monomer. THF most important industrial 

application is the production of Politetramethylene-glycol (PTMEG), necessary in the elaboration of Spandex 

Fibres, polyurethane and polyester ether [3]. The aim of this paper is to study the simulation performance of 

Distillation for the recovery of tetrahydrofuran (THF). The most commonly used method for obtaining 

anhydrous THF is extractive distillation using 1, 4-butanediol as entrainer. 

 

II. SEPARATION OF THF-WATER MIXTURE: REVIEW 

 

As far as published studies are concerned, the main interest is concentrated on separation of THF-

Water mixture by using distillation with various entrainers. Distillation is clearly the dominating separation 

process, accounting for more applications than all the others combined (extraction, adsorption, crystallization, 

membrane-based technologies and so forth). Industrial production of chemicals involves purification and 

recovery of the products, by-products and unreacted raw materials. In fact, distillation columns consume more 

than 95% of the total energy used in separations in chemical process industries Worldwide (Ognisty, 1995). 

Bente, P. F.  studied that Tetrahydrofuran can be recovered safely and efficiently on an industrial scale 

by conventional methods from operations such as topcoating, printing, film casting, and chemical processes in 

which it is used as a reaction medium. Overall recovery efficiencies at plants where THF is being recovered 

range from 85 to 97%. Tetrahydrofuran can be recovered safely and efficiently from lean solvent vapor-air 

mixtures by ordinary solvent recovery procedures such as adsorption and absorption. Adsorption on activated 

carbon is the most widely used method because of its versatility and efficiency. Absorption is seldom used but 

can be employed where installation of carbon beds is not feasible. 

Matthias Seiler, Degussu AG suggested that the suitability of selected commercially available 

hyperbranched polymers and ionic liquids as entrainers for the extractive distillation and as extraction solvents 

for the liquid–liquid extraction is investigated [3].  Peter D. Chapmana, Xiaoyao Tan, Andrew G. Livingston , 

K. Lia studied that Tetrahydrofuran (THF) is a strong aprotic solvent, commonly used in the pharmaceuticals 

industry due to its broad solvency for both polar and non-polar compounds [4]. (Wilkes et al., 1988) Seiler et al. 

(2003) found that commercially available hyperbranched polyesters and hyperbranched polyesteramide were 

capable of breaking the THF–water azeotrope. Recently, pervaporation was popular in dehydrating water/THF 

mixtures. Lu Jie (Lu et al., 2003; Li et al., 2001; Liu et al., 1996) did a lot of work on the preparation of various 

membranes in pervaporation. 

Songlin Xu, Huiyuan Wang, find out a new entrainer for separation of tetrahydrofuran–water 

azeotropic mixture by extractive distillation was introduced in this article. 1,2-Propanediol was used as the 
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entrainer instead of 1,4-butanediol. Tetrahydrofuran–water extractive binary column distillation system was 

simulated with the HYSYS software platform [5]. They showed that there are a lot of advantages when 1,2-

propanediol was entrainer. Shiguang Li, Vu A. Tuan, Richard D. Noble, and John L. Falconer studied that 

Water/tetrahydrofuran (THF) has an azeotropic concentration of 6.7 wt % water1 and, thus, cannot be separated 

by conventional distillation. In contrast, pervaporation had the potential to separate azeotropes because vapor-

liquid equilibrium is not the controlling mechanism for separations in membranes. 

P.A. GÓMEZ and I.D. GIL have proposed that simulation and analysis of an extractive distillation 

process (extractive distillation and recovery columns) for the Separation of Tetrahydrofuran (THF)-Water 

azeotropic mixture using Aspen Plus® and Aspen Split simulators [6,7]. Jihwan Lee, Jungho Cho, Dong Min 

Kim, and Sangjin Park have proposed that Computer simulations were performed to obtain highly pure 

tetrahydrofuran (THF) from the mixture of THF and water. Pressure swing distillation (PSD) was used since the 

azeotropic point between tetrahydrofuran and water can be varied with pressure [8]. 

 

III. SIMULATION OF DISTILLATION USING ASPEN PLUS 

3.1 Process Simulation 

 Process simulation represents some aspects of the real world by numbers or symbols. These are easily 

manipulated to facilitate their study. In chemical engineering, the real world is a chemical process described by 

a process flow sheet [9]. Process simulation is needed to solve problems related to process design, process 

analysis, process control and many more. 

 3.2 Simulation of the process 

 The separation of THF-Water mixture is carried out by using different entrainers like 1,2-Propanediol, 

1,4-Buatnediol, 1,6-Hexanediol, Ethylene Glycol, Glycerol, Isobutyl alcohol, Dimethylformamide and Phenol. 

The simulation of the process is performed with the chemical process simulation software-ASPEN PLUS. The 

UNIQUAC model is used to predict the composition of THF in top of the column and also the recovery of 

column. 

The simulation aspects are summarized below. 

(1) The column contains a total condenser, a reboiler and 15 theoretical plates. 

(2) The pressure drop along the column is kept constant in relation to the time. 

(3) The dynamic simulation doesn’t include the total reflux and the total reflux with entrainer addition step. And 

it started from the distillate withdrawal step. The initialization of the column is defined by the value of steady 

state.  

 

Table 3.2.1 Primary column data 

Column parameter 

 

Value 

Number of stages 15 

Temperature of raw material 298 K 

Temperature of entrainer 300 K 

THF mass fraction of raw material 0.5 
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Water mass fraction of raw material 0.5 

Feed stage of entrainer 9 

Feed to Entrainer ratio 0.83Kg/sec 

 

ASPEN process flow diagram for distillation is given below: 

 

Figure 3.2.1 Simulation of Distillation (With Entrainer 1, 2- Propanediol) 

 

In this figure streams 1, 4, 5 and 6 are for Feed (THF+WATER), Entrainer (1,2-Propanediol), Recycle for 

THF/Water and Separation (Water and Entrainer) respectively
 
[9]. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

We got around 99% THF recovery by adding 1,2-Propandiol as an entrainer in distillation column. By 

literature, selective entrainers are available for distillation. We tried these solvents in simulation of distillation in 

ASPEN PLUS environment. 

 

Figuer 4.1 No. of stages Vs Mass fraction of THF in Top/Bottom 
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Table 4.1 Comparison of Simulations 

BOTTOM (Mass fractions) 

 

Specifications 

 

THF 

 

WATER 

 

1,2-PD 

Without 

Entrainer 

3.81E-05 0.35618 0.64378 

With Entrainer 3.02E-03 0.3634 0.63358 

With Recycle 0 0.29162 0.70838 

With 

Separation 

0 2.76E-02 0.97245 

 

 

TOP (Mass fractions) 

 

Specifications 

 

THF 

 

WATER 

 

1,2-PD 

Without 

Entrainer 

0.93284 6.72E-02 6.81E-08 

With Entrainer 0.98814 1.19E-02 0 

With Recycle 2.86E-02 0.97138 0 

With 

Separation 

0 1 0 

Table no 4.2 Comparison of Simulation results for different entrainer in Aspen Plus 

Sr.no. Entrainer Recovery of THF 

1 1,2-Propanediol 98.99% 

2 1,4-Butanediol 98.31% 

3 Dimethylformamide 98.26% 

4 Glycerol 96.23% 

5 Isobutyl Alcohol 94.45% 

6 Phenol 93.92% 

7 Ethylene Glycol 93.28% 

8 1,6-Hexanediol 86.20% 

V.  SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Before the simulation is run in Aspen Plus it is necessary to establish the operating conditions. To do 

so, a sensitivity analysis should be done, in order to determine which values of some parameters are the ones 

that give the highest purity in the distillate with moderate energy consumption (condenser and reboiler duty)
[8,9]

. 

Aspen Plus has a useful tool to perform this type of analysis. In this work the sensitivity analysis is explained 
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given below. The sensitivity analysis is done using Aspen Plus as a tool to evaluate different variables over the 

THF distillate composition, as well as the condenser and reboiler duty in the extractive column. The variables 

listed below were tested: 

1) Temperature (T) 

2) Number of stages (NS) 

3) Feed stage (FS) 

4) Entrainer Feed stages (EFS) 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Temperature vs THF mass fraction 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Number of stages vs THF-mass fraction 

 

Figure  5.3 Feed stages vs THF-mass fraction 
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Figure 5.4 Entrainer Feed stages vs THF-mass fraction 

The sensitivity analysis gives the operating conditions of the azeotropic/Extractive distillation column, 

while Sensitivity analysis is a tool for determining how a process reacts to varying key operating and design 

variables. We can use sensitivity analysis to verify if the solution to a design specification lies within the range of 

the manipulated variable. We can also use it to perform simple process optimization. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In this work 1, 2-propanediol was chosen as a new entrainer for the separation of the azeotropic mixture 

THF–water by azeotropic distillation. Here simulations were carried out with the help of different entrainers in 

ASPEN PLUS. From the results we can see that the concentration of the THF product is very high and the wt% is 

above 98%, which illustrates the good character of the new solvent. The flow rate of the solvent is an important 

factor that affects the product quality and yield. So the distillation process simulation is an effective instrument to 

design and synthesis for the batch azeotropic/extractive distillation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Inflammation plays pivotal role in the pathogenesis of diabetes and cardiovascular diseases.Sedentary life style, 

environmental factors and obesity are responsible for increasing the prevalence of diabetes and cardiovascular 

diseases.Multiple mechanisms like glucotoxicity and lipotoxicity, oxidative stress and endoplasmicreticulum 

stress are involved in the pathogenesis of diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. In the present article, we 

haveexplained about the pathogenesis of inflammation and the role of inflammatory markers in diabetes and 

cardiovascular diseases. Although there are several drugs to reduce these disease burdens, we need more 

efficient drugs to reduce the disease progression by targeting inflammatory pathway. More experimental and 

clinical studies are required to introduce intervention therapies to reduce the inflammation process in 

cardiovascular diseases. Here, in this review we have explained the inflammatory pathways and inflammatory 

biomarkers that are essential to reduce the disease progression and diseaseseverity.  

 

Key Words: Inflammation, Biomarkers, Type 2 Diabetes, Atherosclerosis, Cytokines. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Diabetes mellitus remains a major cause for morbidity and mortality worldwide. Prevalence of diabetes is 

reaching pandemic proportions in young people due to increase in life expectancy, sedentary life style, and 

obesity. As per the International Diabetic Federation (IDF), number of people with diabetes is around 382 

million and going to rise to 592 million by 2035. Global burden of diabetes is huge and 548 billion dollars were 

spent in 2013. In India, approximately 65.1 million people are with diabetes [1]. There is a strong association 

between type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. The prevalence, incidence, and mortality of cardio vascular 

diseases are 2–8 fold higher in diabetic persons than in those without diabetes [2]. Diabetes is characterized by 

elevated levels of blood glucose due to either insufficient or loss of insulin secretory capacity from pancreas or 

developing insulin resistance in skeletal muscle. Diabetes is majorly characterized into two types; i.e. type 1 

diabetes (T1DM) and type 2 diabetes (T2DM). T1DM result from autoimmune destruction of 𝛽 cells. Thus 

patients with T1DM are not able to secrete required amount of insulin in blood or totally loseinsulin secretary 

capacity.T2DM is the commonest form and characterized by insulin resistance mostly in skeletal muscle and 

deficiency of insulin release at later stage.  

In general, T2DM causes elevation of blood glucose levels (hyperglycemia),acomponent of metabolic 

syndrome. Metabolic syndrome is cluster of conditions, which includes elevation of blood glucose, blood 

pressure, triglycerides, and reduced high-density lipoprotein levels, and increased abdominal obesity. Metabolic 

syndrome increases the risk for diabetes and cardiovascular diseases[3]. Hyperglycemia condition is a risk factor 

for the some of the deleterious signaling pathways like oxidative stress, reductive stress, advanced glycation end 
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products (AGE), carbonyl stress, and activation of protein kinase C (PKC) pathways. All these pathways are 

activated by over production of mitochondrial superoxide anion. In obesity ,adipose tissue secretes several 

inflammatory mediators and results in elevation of adipokines, free fatty acids (FFA), tumor necrosis factor 

(TNF-𝛼), C-reactive protein (CRP), interleukin-6 (IL-6), plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), adiponectin, 

and leptin(Fig.1). Adipocytokines integrate the endocrine, autocrine, paracrine signals to mediate the insulin 

sensitivity, oxidative stress, energy metabolism, blood coagulation, and inflammatory responses. Elevated levels 

of FFA in blood may induce insulin resistance, and increased fibrinogen and PAI-1. In long run, high FFA and 

glucose together impair beta cell dysfunction through lipotoxicity and glucotoxicity and cause macro- and 

micro-vascular complications(Fig.2) [1]. 

 

II. PATHOGENESIS OF INFLAMMATION IN DIABETES AND CARDIOVASCULAR 

DISEASES 

 

Chronic inflammation plays a pivotal role in endothelial dysfunction, insulin resistance and oxidative stress 

[4].Chronic inflammation is a pathogenic feature of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular disease mediated by 

various substances including Ang II, pro-inflammatory cytokines, and free fatty acids. Moreover, additional 

mechanisms contributing independently to both insulin resistance and endothelial dysfunction include 

glucotoxicity, lipotoxicity, and inflammation along with oxidative stress. Metabolic syndrome conditions are 

associated with endothelial dysfunction that promotes inflammation, lipoproteins oxidation, proliferation of 

smooth muscle, accumulation of lipid-rich material, platelet activation, thrombus formation, and insulin 

resistance. All of these effects may cause endothelial dysfunction and insulin resistance that contribute tothe 

development of atherosclerosis [5, 6]. Endothelial dysfunction and insulin resistance together also contributeto 

the development of cardiovascular diseases and type 2 diabetes.  

Pro-inflammatory state starts in pre-diabetic subjects five years prior to the onset of type 2 diabetes. Prediabetic 

subjects showincreased insulin resistance initially and impaired insulin secretion later. The early state of 

inflammation is defined as pro-atherogenic state.Several cytokines are essential for the initiation of 

inflammation and development of type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular diseases.Cytokines are soluble 

polypeptides released from cells of the immune system, particularly macrophages and detected in the 

circulation. Altered levels of cytokines in diabetic and cardiovascular disease conditions may be used 

asdiagnostic and prognostic biomarkers for tracking the disease progression. Below we mentioned about some 

of inflammatory markers and their role in diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. 

 

III. INFLAMMATORY MARKERS ROLE IN DIABETES AND CARDIOVASCULAR 

DISEASES 

3.1 TNF-α 

Mainly produced by inflammatory cells and lymphocytes, but also by adipocytes and stromal cells. TNF-α is 

multifunctional circulatory cytokine. TNF-α induces insulin resistance by inhibiting IRS-1 phosphorylation and 

GLUT-4 expression. It is elevated in heart failure, left ventricular dysfunction, pulmonary edema, 

cardiomyopathy, myocardial ischemia and reperfusion [8].Increased plasma levels of IL-6 and TNF-alpha were 

associated with left ventricular diastolic dysfunction [9]. 
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3.2 IL-1β 

IL-1β is a pro-inflammatory cytokine and belongs to the IL-1 family. It secreted from blood monocytes, tissue 

macrophages, dendritic cells, B lymphocytes and NK cells.  Pancreatic β cells also secrete IL-1β cytokines. IL-

1β up regulates Fas receptor and causes β cell death. Fas receptor also up regulates in the hyperglycemic 

condition [10]. IL-1β plays a role to develop atherosclerosis and its acute manifestations. IL-1β up-regulates 

adhesion molecules in endothelial cells by this inflammatory molecules like macrophages. It degrades 

extracellular matrix by elevation of matrix metalloprotenses, and increases endothelial reactivity by increasing 

expression of iNOS and VEGF [11]. Recently Sanofi Aventis conducting CANTOS clinical trial with 

canakinumab (anti IL-1β monoclonal antibody) to reduce recurrent cardiovascular events in myocardial 

infraction patients [clinical trial registration no. NCT01327846]. Whole scientific community is now waiting to 

look whether canakinumab therapy can reduce inflammatory condition. 

 

3.3 IL-1βRa (Interlukin-1β Receptor Antagonist) 

IL-1βRa (Interlukin-1β receptor antagonist) competes with IL-1 at the receptor site and acts as an anti-

inflammatory mediator. Elevated concentrations are found in blood of obese subjects. It exerts specific roles in 

adipocyte differentiation, fat metabolism and insulin sensitivity. Researchers found that IL-1Ra levels were 

increased in type 2 diabetic subjects. Upregulation of IL-1βRa is a protecting response by inhibiting the IL-1α 

and IL-1β [12] and modulates endothelial cell proliferation [13]. 

 

3.4 IL-4 

IL-4 is called as anti-inflammatory cytokine and secreted from the macrophages, adipocytes and dendritic cells 

[14]. IL-4 regulates production of pro-inflammatory cytokine release. IL-4 is involved in diabetic susceptibility 

and complications through its capacity of regulating insulin sensitivity, glucose tolerance and lipid metabolism 

[15]. IL-4 involved in energy metabolism process and inhibits lipid deposition in adipocytes by up-regulating 

proteins involved in ATP synthesis [16]. Although IL-4 is produce anti-inflammatory action evidence based 

literature indicated that IL-4 causes vascular endothelial cell dysfunction and induces early stages of 

atherosclerosis [17]. IL-4 induces many inflammatory mediators i.e., TNF-α, IL-1β and VCAM-1 in vascular 

endothelial cells. It also produces pro-atherogenic, pro-oxidative stress and pro-inflammatory mechanism in 

endothelial cell death [18]. 

 

3.5 IL-6 

Adipocytes, pancreatic β cells and macrophages are the major sourcesof IL-6 in blood. It is not secrete in normal 

conditions but induces by the stimuli such as pro-inflammatory cytokines, infections (bacterial and viral), 

oxidative stress and angiotensin II.IL-6 exerts its action through binding to the membrane bound IL-6 receptors. 

IL-6 alone may not be able to induce pancreatic β cell destruction but need several other pro-inflammatory 

mediators [19]. IL-6 inhibits transcription of important genes responsible for insulin signaling pathways i.e., 

IRS-1, GLUT-4 and PPAR-γ. IL-6 activates PI3K/Akt pathways in hepatocytes, cardiomycytes and some of the 

cancer cell lines, and thus works against cell apoptosis [20]. 

3.6 IL-8 

IL-8 is a monomeric polypeptide and belongs to CXC chemokine superfamily. IL-8 released form the human 

vascular endothelial cells (HUVEC), peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), macrophages and adipocytes 
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after stimulation with inflammatory cytokineslike IL-1, TNF-α, CRP and IL-1β. IL-8 is a main 

adipocytokinethat produces insulin resistance via the inhibition of insulin-induced Akt phosphorylation in 

human adipocytes [21]. Circulating levels of IL-8 are increased by hyperinsulinemia and hyperglycemia. IL-8 

participates in the neutrophils induced myocardial injury. Inhibition of interleukin-8 blocks myocardial 

ischemia-reperfusion injury [22]. 

 

3.7 IL-10 

Anti-inflammatory cytokine secreted mainly by lymphocytes and inflammatory cells.  It preserves endothelial 

function in acute inflammation stage. IL-10 provides some protection against endothelial dysfunction during 

diabetes. This beneficial effect is mediated by inhibition of increased superoxide (O2
−
) anion in blood vessels 

[23]. Low serum IL-10 levels are risk factor for type 2 diabetes. It expresses in adipose tissue and promotes 

insulin sensitivity in different tissues. IL-10 also protects against IL-6-induced insulin resistance [24]. 

 

3.8 IL-13  

IL-13 is secreted by activated Th2 cells and classified as an anti-inflammatory cytokine due to its ability to 

suppress the secretion of several macrophage and monocyte-derived inflammatory cytokines. IL-13 levels are 

decreased in diabetic subjects. IL-13 enhances insulin sensitivity through activating anti-inflammatory action on 

M2 macrophages in adipose tissue [25]. IL-13 is also important to regulate hepatic glucose production. 

Decreased level of IL-13 is associated withreduced insulin sensitivity and increased release of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines [26].  

 

3.9 MCP-1 (CCL-2) 

Chemokine like MCP-1 is mostly expresses and secretes by adipocytes. Serum concentrationof MCP-1 is high 

in obese subjects. Higher MCP-1 levels induce insulin resistance and liver steatosis in mice. Adipocyte 

expression of MCP-1 is increased by TNF-α. Increased blood glucose levels was also associated with increased 

generation of advanced glycation end products (AGE), which stimulates the release of MCP-1 in human 

mesangial cells  either alone, or synergistically combined with high concentrations of glucose [27, 28]. 

Hyperglycemia treated H9C2 cardiomyoblast produces elevated MCP-1 release and subsequently causeshigher 

ROS production, endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, autophagy, and cell death [29]. Increased MCP-1 is 

correlated with atherosclerosis-related complications, such as ischemic stroke, myocardial infarction and 

cardiovascular disease mortality. MCP-1 attracts monocytes to the vascular endothelial space and initiates 

migration of monocytes to the arterial wall to form foam cells.  MCP-1 is correlated with atherosclerosis risk 

factors such as hsCRP, fibrinogen and coronary artery intima media thickness [30]. 

 

3.10 IP-10 

IP-10 is pro-inflammatory chemokine, secreted by a variety of cells including monocytes, neutrophils, 

endothelial cells, keratinocytes, fibroblasts, mesenchymal cells, dendritic cells, astrocytes and hepatocytes. It 

regulates immune responses by activating and recruiting leucocytes including T cells, eosinophils, monocytes 

and NK cells through binding with CXCR3 receptor [31]. IP-10 levels were increased in type 1 diabetes and the 

type 2 diabetic patients associated with insulin resistance [32].In ADVANCE study it was reported that IP-10 

levels were significantly higher in CAD subjects as compared to control subjects [33]. 
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IV. ADIPONECTIN 

 

Adiponectin, an endocrine hormone,is mainly secretes by adipocytes. Adiponectin levels are decreased in 

obesity and related diseases such as type 2 diabetes. Adiponectin levels were correlated with insulin resistance 

[34]. Adiponectin levels were suppressed by TNF-α, IL-6, β-adrenergic stimulus and glucocorticoids, and 

increased by drugs like thiazolidinediones (TZDs). Adiponectin increases nitric oxide production by activating 

AMPK. Adiponectin inhibits inflammatory pathways associated with atherogenesis and reduces expression of 

endothelial adhesion molecules and macrophage to foam cell transformation [35]. 

 

V. LEPTIN 

 

Leptin, is an endocrine hormone, is releases by the adipocytes. Leptin levels were diminished in obese and type 

2 diabetic subjects.  Leptin stimulated by insulin, TNF-α and glucocorticoids, and suppressed by catecholamines 

via β2 and β3 receptors [36]. Exogenous administration of leptin produces anti-obesity action by reduces body 

weight and food intake in mice [37]. However, the action of leptin in obese and diabetic patients still remains to 

be elucidated. 

 

VI. RESISTIN 

 

Similar to adeponectin and leptin, resistin secretes from adipocytes. It plays important role in the obesity, insulin 

resistance and metabolomics syndrome. Resistin levels were increased along with other inflammatory mediators 

[38]. Resistin induces endothelial dysfunction and involved in the atherogenesis. Increased resistin levelhas been 

used to predict the severity of coronary artery diseases [39]. Resistin upregulates the expression of endothilin-1 

and vascular cell adhesion molecules in human vascular endothelial cells (HUVEC). This helps to attach 

monocytes on blood vessels and responsible for the vascular injury [40]. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Prevalence of diabetes and cardiovascular diseases are increasing globally. Several inflammatory markers have 

been correlated with the different stages of disease progression. Inflammatory markers could be used as a 

diagnostic and prognostic marker to identify diseases severity of diabetic and cardiovascular diseases. However, 

weneed more experimental, clinical and interventional studies like CANTOS study, to use these inflammatory 

and anti-inflammatory markers as biomarkers or targeted therapy for diabetes and cardiovascular diseases. 
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Fig.1 Secretion of Inflammatory Mediators from Adipocytes and Responsible for the Initiation 

of Diabetes and Cardiovascular Diseases 

 

Fig.2 Glucotoxicity, Lipotoxicity, and Inflammation Pathways that Associated with Insulin 

Resistance and Endothelial Dysfunction in Diabetes and Cardiovascular Diseases. 
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ABSTRACT 

Random number generators is required extensively by many application like cryptography, numerical analysis, 

signal processing. Traditional methods for random number generator design is based on linear feedback shift 

registers. Recently a new interest in residue number systems have increased because of its properties suitable 

for implementations of fast VLSI systems. Modular adder is the vital component in RNS systems. In this paper a 

random number generator based on  adder is proposed to generate random numbers with good randomness 

properties desirable for cryptographic applications. Moduli set with the form of (1) is best suitable for 

multichannel RNS processing. The proposed model offers excellent randomness property which is the basic 

requirement for network security and also offers better area and delay performance. 

 

Keywords: Residue Number System, Parallel Prefix Adder,Modular Adder,Carry Correction,FPGA 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The demand for new techniques in network security is increasing with the growth of network services in our 

world. Cryptography plays an important role in network security and it is a vital tool that provides security 

against various external and internal threats in the network. Data confidentiality is mainly achieved by means of 

cryptography. The aim of cryptographic techniques is to secure the information so that only the intended parties 

can read. For transmitting audio and video signals for cable TV, commercial and sensitive data and video 

conferencing the speed of the cryptographic module is required to be high. However the traditional software 

implementation of cryptographic algorithms are not efficient in real time applications. 

 

Fig 1 Cryptographic System 

The random number generator is a vital cryptographic module widely used for key generation and authentication 

protocols. The security of such  systems completely relies on the excellent randomness property provided by the 
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generators. Thereby future sequence pattern in the random number sequence cannot be predicted by the 

observed sequence. The random number generators broadly categorized into true random number generator and 

pseudo random number generators. The design of cryptographically secure random number generator is 

extremely difficult. Linear feedback shift register is the traditional method for designing and generating random 

numbers which uses shift registers. This method has good statistical properties and leads to very efficient 

hardware implementation. Modular adders can be used to design LFSR for generating random numbers that can 

offer good randomness property.  

Modular adders are the most prime component of residue number system. RNS is an ancient numerical 

representation system. It is a non weighted numerical representation system and have carry free property in 

addition and multiplication operations. Modular adder is the key module for RNS based DSP systems. Moduli 

set with the form of can offer excellent balance among the RNS channels for multichannel RNS processing. 

This modular adder can be used to design LFSR based random number generator with good randomness 

property. 
 

II. PREVIOUS WORKS 

 

First a brief survey on modular adders were made and discussed the designing techniques of random number 

generators based on modular adders. Modular adders can be classified into two types: the general modular adder 

and the special modular adder and it is based on the form of modulus. In the former adder design the two values 

A+B and A+B+T should be computed first and one of them is selected as the final output. Bayoumi and Miller 

[2] proposed a general modular adder for arbitrary modulus by using 2 cascaded binary adders and its delay is 

the sum of two binary adders. Several modular adders with two binary adders to calculate A+B and A+B+T 

were proposed subsequently. However this approach offers better delay performance the area consumption is 

relatively larger and it is twice the binary adder. Reused binary adder configuration [3] is the another type of 

general modular adder design and was proposed by Dugdale. The drawback of this type of adder is that it will 

use two operation cycles to perform one modular addition. Subsequently many studies on modular adders were 

done that have better area and delay performance. A high speed and reduced area modular adder structure for 

RNS were proposed by Hiasat[6] where any regular carry lookahead based binary adder can be used in the final 

stage. This structure needs an extra CLA unit to get the carry out bit of A+B+T before the final CLA addition 

and as a result delay is not reduced significantly. ELMMA [9]algorithm is another popular modular adder design 

proposed by R.A. Patel. In this adder two carry computation modules for A+B and A+B+T were used and some 

carry computation units were shared. But in the worst cases almost two independent carry generation modules 

were used. Dimitris Bakalis [10]proposed fast parallel prefix adder for modulo adders. This architecture is based 

on parallel prefix carry computation units. 

The complexity of special modular adder is much less than that of general modular adder since optimization is 

possible in special modular adder. The optimization is done according to the modulus. Several architecture for 

modulo and adder were proposed based on parallel prefix and carry correction.[10][19][20]. Piestrak [4] made a 

comprehensive study of residue generators and multioper and modular adders. He proposed a design using carry 

save adder with end around carry and are well suited for VLSI implementation, R.A. Patel [13] first proposed a 

literature on modulo addition based on carry offset where the carry information of A+B+T is only required to 
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calculate. The carry information for A+B is obtained by modifying the carries of A+B+T. Even if all the 

redundant modules of carry computation are eliminated, the structure of carry computation is fixed and can only 

perform the special modular addition of modulo  . In most of the RNS based application ,addition and 

multiplication intensive systems are used and the main issue is the selection of moduli set accordingly. For such 

systems residue channels are always expected as many as possible where dynamic range is fixed ie. the 

wordlength of the residue channels can be reduced inorder to achieve better speed performance. Width of the 

each channel is also expected as close as possible to get similar critical path delay and thereby fine balance is 

achieved between each residue channels. The modular adders discussed yet are high performance adders but are 

not always suitable to construct multichannel RNS that offers fine channel balance ie. It is hard to construct a 

multichannel that have fine balance with moduli set  and  . Recently [1] Shang Ma and Jian Ho proposed a 

modular adder particularly applicable for RNS systems with modulus of the form   (1). These adder have 

outstanding performance in constructing multichannel moduli set with fine balance. L.Li, J Hu and Y Chan 

recently proposed a general architecture for  multiplier. However there were only little discussion and recently a 

detailed discussion was made [1]. 

Random number generators are the most vital component used in network security systems like cryptography 

and encryption techniques. Cryptography is mainly concerned with confidentiality where a message is converted 

from comprehensible form to incomprehensible form rendering it unreadable by interceptors and eavesdroppers. 

RNG[7] are basically classified as true and pseudo generators. A common method of producing a pseudo 

random number generators is to use the output of a linear feedback shift register. Almost all PRNG patterns are 

reputable and predictable for small cycles. In this paper a new design for random number generator based on 

modular adder is proposed. This design uses a modular adder   which has better area and delay performance. 

This adder is best suitable for RNS multichannel since a class of modulo is designed instead of a single moduli 

based on different values of k. Moreover when LFSR design based on  adder and conventional modular adder 

are compared the proposed gives better area and delay performance. Since randomness is the most important 

requirement in cryptography it is very necessary to design such generator that have good randomness property. 

This proposed random number generator based on LFSR offers excellent randomness property.  

In the rest of the paper a brief introduction of RNS and modular addition are presented in Section II. And Section 

III introduces the hardware architecture of modulo   adder. Section IV describes the proposed 

random number generator design. Performance of different modular adders and LFSR are evaluated and 

compared in Section V. 

 

III. RNS BASICS & MODULAR ARITHMETICS 

 

RNS arithmetic seems especially suitable for DSP hardware as rapid computation using simple operation of 

addition subtraction and multiplication can be performed which the basic arithmetic operations of DSP 

algorithms. RNS arithmetic also has the desirable properties for VLSI implementation of concurrency , 

modularity and fault tolerant capability. 

Residue number system consists of N pairwise relatively prime moduli. A number X is represented as 

 where , N>1, GCD , i, j = 1,2,….N and GCD is the greatest common 

divisor of and . Let A and B be two integers represented by N-tuple word  and 
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 respectively in residue number systems. Let ◊ denote the binary operation of addition 

,subtraction and multiplication. Then C=A◊B is isomorphic to  where 

 and i .  is solely dependent on  and , this results in fast, parallel, 

independent processing within each of the N residue channels. 

The modulo m addition for integers A and B in the range of [0,m] is defined as 

           C   = =         (1)                

If  C=  and the bit width of the modular adder is n bit where n =  ie n is the smallest integer no 

less than . Then eqn (1) can be represented as  

            C  =                 (2)    

Where the correction factor .that is if the carry out bit of A+B+T is „1‟ then the result of the modular addition is 

the least significant bits of A+B+T otherwise the result is A+B. 

 

3.1Parallel Prefix Addition 

The key element in fast addition of two n-bit operands X and Y is in the reduction of the latency in the carry 

network. Carry computation can be considered as a prefix problem. This method is widely adopted in binary 

adder design where each sum bit  and carry bit can be calculated with the previous carries and inputs. Prefix 

based binary adder can be divided into 3 units, the preprocessing unit, prefix computation and sum computation 

unit. 

In the preprocessing unit ,prefix computation is calculated as  

                             (3) 

where and represents the carry generation and carry propagation  bits respectively. The prefix computation unit 

is used to compute the carry information used in the sum computation unit. For carry computation group 

generate and group propagate bits are obtained from and  respectively. 

 

Fig 2. Prefix adder. 
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        (4) 

 

Where i=0,1,….n-1, 0 ,   and  l represents the  stage. There are several well known 

binary prefix addition structures such as Sklansky, Brent Kung, Kogge Stone, Han Carlson. There structures are 

usually called prefix trees. After prefix computation carries are obtained i= 0,1,2…..n for  bit and computed 

as 

                                                           (5) 

In the sum computation unit the carries  from prefix computation unit and partial sum  from the 

preprocessing unit are used together to compute the final sum . 

                        .(6) 

 

IV. NOVEL ADDER 

 

The adder structure used for the design of random number generator is shown in fig…. it is of modulus 

   and composed of four units , preprocessing unit, carry generation, carry correction and sum 

computation unit. Generally this adder structure can be divided into two general binary adders A1 and A2 as 

shown in fig…. with carry correction and sum computation unit. This is based on the characteristics of 

correction T for modulus    . any existing prefix structures can be used to compute the carries of 

A+B+T,  . and by correcting the carries  we can obtain the final carries  used in the final stage. Thus 

final modular addition result is obtained from   and partial sum information from the preprocessing units. 

The main interesting feature of this architecture is that it avoids the calculation of carry information for A+B+T 

and A+B separately. Thereby area and delay can be reduced significantly and offers flexible tradeoff between 

area and delay.  

 

Fig 3.  Adder structure. 

 

4.1Pre Processing Unit 

This unit computes carry generation and carry computation bits for every bit I,  .When modulus 

m=   ,then the correction factor is given as . = . The binary 

representation of T is 00….001 00….001. the computation of A+B+T can be performed by A1 and A2 where 
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A1 and A2 are used for lower-k bits and higher n-k bits addition respectively. Let = 00…001, = 00…001 

and the binary representation of A and B are  and  respectively. 

The operation of adder A1 and A2 can be given as  

                     (7) 

Where  is the carry out bit of adder A1. This LSB bits of  is „1‟ and all others are „0‟. This A1 can be 

treated as a k-bit adder with lowest carry in bit since  is one of the input of A1. Since the LSB bit of  is 

„1‟ it is considered for the carry generation and carry propagation bits and are computed as 

        (8) 

The second adder A2 adds the constant  and the carry out bit  from adder A1. So it can be regarded as a 

3-input adder with lowest carry in bit. The 3-inputs are   and . In this design the 

number of inputs is reduced from three to two for adder A2 by using Simple Carry Save adder (SCSA). The first 

stage of SCSA computes   for  

(9) 

This  are treated as the inputs of the second stage in SCSA. The carry generation and carry propagation 

bits for  are obtained from this second stage from   and . Thus the final output 

for preprocessing unit are: 

 

The carry out bit of SCSA,  is required to compute the carry out bit of A+B+T, . It is calculated as 

                                .(11) 

 

4.2 Carry Generation Unit 

This unit uses any existing prefix structure to compute the carries  of A+B+T from carry generation and carry 

propagation bits of pre processing unit. The carry out bit of SCSA is not involved in the prefix computation . 

 is combined with the carry out bit of prefix tree and determines the carry out bit of A+B+T, . 

 

 

                   (12)                  . 

 

4.3 Carry Correction Unit 

The final carries  used in the final sum computation stage for each bit is obtained from the unit. In this 

design the carries for A+B is  is obtained by correcting the carries   of A+B+T. Hence area is reduced. 

The relation between   and      is derived where   and     are the carry outputs of 

prefix trees when the lowest carry in is „0‟ and „1‟ respectively. 

The relationship is given as 

 

   =                            (13) 
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Where    and . This means that  can be determined from  by simple 

logic operation. This is the foundation of carry correction for this modular adder. The carry bit of A+B can be 

obtained with twice carry correction of A+B+T. Whether  carry correction is performed or not depends on the 

carry our bit of A+B+T, . 

Carry correction for A1 

Since binary representation of T is 00…01 00…01,  can be regarded as carry bits of  the  

is modified to determine the carry bits  of   

 =                                          (14) 

The carries of A+B+T is corrected under the condition of   = 0 . A 2 to 1 MUX is used to perform this 

action and  is used as the control signals. While   and  are input signals and output is the result of 

first correction denoted as  (i=0,1,….n-2) 

 

From eq (3)                  =   +  

                                     =                            .(15) 

Carry correction for A2 

is the carry information obtained after the correction of adder A1. Then second correction is performed based on 

 and the carry bits of second correction be .  is the correction result of  when  

=0. Otherwise  is the carry output of A+B+T. This  is the final carry information needed in the 

sum computation unit. 

Second carry correction is performed under the condition that the lowest carry in bit of adder A2 is a constant „1‟ 

ie   is „1‟ which is the carry out bit of A1. The propagation bits used in carry correction unit should be 

computed by  and  . 

 

                  (16) 

Let group  be the group propagate carries then  

                                 (17) 

When i=k+1,k+2….n-2 the carries after second correction are 

 

               (18) 

Substituting eqn (15) and (16) in (17), we get  

 

 

 

………..(19) 

Substituting (16) into (19) 
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                    (20) 

 

When . Thus we get 

                 (21) 

Therefore combining all equations, the carry bits required by the modular adder are given as 

    

4.4 Sum Computation Unit 

 This unit computes the final result for modular adder. It is same as that in prefix based binary adder.  is 

used for final computation of sum with respect to . If  is the carry bit of A+B, otherwise it 

is the carry bit of A+B+T. the partial sum bits of A+B and A+B+T are both required in the final sum 

computation. 

Let and   be the partial sum of A+B and A+B+T respectively 

                (23) 

 

Hence  

 

                                                                             

(24) 

 

When  

                                     (25) 

Therefore the sum bits for all i are, 

          (26)

This    and can be obtained at the same time. Therefore there is no extra delay. 
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Fig.3.Modulo   Adder 

 

V.THE PROPOSED SYSTEM  
 

The data confidentiality in secured communication system is achieved by means of cryptography. This security 

is maintained by keeping the secret key used for data encryption and decryption confidential. The secret keys 

should be extremely strong enough so that attackers and eavesdroppers could not predict out and break the 

cipher text and misuse it.. Therefore we require strong keys. The keys are usually generated by simple random 

number generators. And the random numbers generated must have excellent randomness properties. Fig 4 shows 

a conventional random number generator based on linear feedback shift register.  

 

Fig 4. Conventional LFSR 

The generator is uses  XOR based feedback. The input of shift register is the linear function of previous states. 

Fig shows the proposed design for random number generator that have excellent randomness properties. In this 

design the XOR based feedback is replaced by modular adder.  
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Fig 5 Proposed Random Number Generator. 

Whenever the sum exceeds the modulus, the adder produces an exactly different result as sum. By keeping the 

moduli sets used in the design of modular adders confidential we can produce extremely strong cipher texts 

rendering it unreadable by interceptors and eavesdroppers. The moduli set  is very suitable in 

constructing balanced multichannel with fixed dynamic range and similar critical path delay. So by employing 

 modular adder we could get generator with excellent randomness property, large dynamic range  

and better performance which is very suitable for cryptography application. 
  
VI. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION  AND PERFORMANCE  COMPARISON 

6.1 FPGA Implementation 

To understand the effectiveness of the proposed design, it is implemented on FPGA of device family 

SPARTAN 3E. this id synthesized in Xilinx 13.3 version. The simulation result for  modular adder 

and random number generator are shown. 

Table shows the device utilization summary and timing report  for various adder and the proposed adder.  

Fig 6 and Fig 7 shows the simulation waveform of modular adder and random number generator. 

Area and delay of the    adder influence the area and delay of proposed LFSR design. So it is 

required to reduce the factors of adder so that we can improve the performance of LFSR correspondingly. In [2] 

where two binary adders are used to get A+B and A+B+T simultaneously. Since two adders are used the area 

requirement is much greater than other adders. In [3] where single binary adder is used to compute the result but 

requires twice the clock cycles. Delay is much increased in this  

Table. 1. Logic utilization and Timing report 

 

 

 

 

 

Modular adders 

 

No of Slices 

(Available 4656) 

No of 4 i/p LUTs 

(Available 9312) 
Delay (ns) 

Bayoumi [2] 17 29 14.687 

Dugdale [3] 25 41 33.735. 

2^(n)-2^(n-2)-1 

[13] 
12 21 11.831. 

2^n-2^k-1 19 33 14.878 
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Fig6  . Simulation of   Modular Adder. 

 

 

Fig7  . Simulation of Proposed Random Number Generator 

scheme. An another scheme of modulo  which is a special case of our adder has relatively small 

delay and give better area delay performance. The adder     adder offers a difference set of moduli 

for difference values of „k‟. That is it is a general design architecture for different modulus. Therefore some 

optimizations and extra design are applied for such purpose making it suitable for multichannel RNS 

application. However even if these optimizations are done  it still offers better area and delay performance 

compared to [2][3] [13]. Thus by employing this adder fastest and large dynamic range LFSR can be obtained 

with excellent randomness property. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper a new design approach for random number generator using modular adder is proposed. The 

proposed design consists of shift registers and modular adders. And modular adder is constructed of four units, 

preprocessing, carry computation, carry correction and sum computation unit.Since the modular adder use twice 
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carry corrections instead of carry computation improved the area and timing in VLSI implementation and 

reduces the redundant units of parallel computation of A+B+T and A+B in the traditional adder. Hence 

comparison shows the LFSR designed using    offer better area and delay performance when 

compared with traditional adders. The modulus with the form of   facilitates the construction of 

RNS channels with large dynamic and more balanced complexity among each residue channels. 
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ABSTRACT 

Data-Mining Classification is amachine learning technique used for portioning the data into different classes 

according to some constrains. It can deal with a wide variety of data so that large amount of data can be 

involved in processing. Several major kinds of classification methods that can be used such as decision tree 

induction, case-based reasoning, genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic techniques, C4.5, k-nearest neighbor classifier, 

Naive Bayes, SVM, and AdaBoost. In this paper a comparison among three classification’s algorithms will be 

studied, these are (K- Nearest Neighbor classifier, Decision tree and Bayesian network) algorithms. The 

objective of this survey is to providean inclusive evaluationof different classification algorithms that are being 

generally used. 

 

Index Terms: Bayesian network, Decision Tree, K-nearest neighbor classifier, KNN-Model. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Data mining (sometimes called data or knowledge discovery) is the practice of analyzing data from different 

views and summarizing it into useful information. It is a wise technique that can be applied to extract useful 

patterns. In addition to collecting and managing of data, data mining also includes analysis and 

prediction.Exactly, data mining is the process of finding correlations or patterns among dozens of fields in large 

relational databases.Classification, Regression, Clustering, Rule generation, Discovering, association Rule…etc. 

each has its individualand different algorithms to attempt to fit a model to the data. Algorithm is a set of rules 

that must be followedwhen solving a specific problem (it is a finite sequence of computational steps that 

transform the given input toan output for a given problem).  

Classification techniques in data mining are capable of processing anenormous data. It can predict categorical 

class labels and classifies data based on training set and class labels and hence can be used for classifying newly 

available data. Thus it can be outlined as a certain part of data mining and is gaining more popularity [1]. 

In this paper Classification Method is considered, it focuses on a survey on various classification techniques that 

are most commonly used in data-mining. The study is a comparison between three algorithms (Bayesian 

network, K-NN classifier and Decision tree) to show the strength and accuracy of each algorithm for 

classification in term of performance efficiency and time complexity. 

 

II. ALGORITHM  

 

An algorithm usually means a small procedure that solves a recurrent problem. 

http://searchcio-midmarket.techtarget.com/definition/core-competency
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A Classification Algorithm is a procedure for selecting a hypothesis from a set of alternatives that best fits a set 

of observations.A mapping from training sets to hypotheses that minimize the objective function. 

 

III. ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM 

 

A situation may occur where many algorithms are available for solving a particular problem. The datastructure 

can be denoted in several ways and many algorithms are there to implement an operation on these data structure. 

Here to need a comparison of two algorithms to implement an operation on these data structure and the better 

one is chosen.  

The study of an algorithm is mainly concentrate on time complexity and space complexity, as compared to time 

analysis the space analysis requirement for an algorithm is easer, but wherever necessary both of them are used. 

The space refers to storage required to store the input data. The volume of memory needed by the program to 

run to completion isreferred to as Space complexity.The amount of time needed by the program to run to 

completion referred to as Time complexity, it is depending on the size of the input. It is a function of size: (n) [T 

(n)].  

• Best Case: 

It is the function defined by the maximum number of steps taken on any instance of size (n). 

• Average Case: 

It is the function defined by the Average number of steps taken on any instance of size (n). 

• Worst Case: 

It is the function defined by the minimum number of steps taken on any instance of size (n). 

 

IV. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR ALGORITHM 

 

4.1 General View on KNN Algorithm 

One of the simplest non parametric   mechanism is used to identify the unknown data point based on the nearest 

neighbor whose value is already known. KNN algorithm is an easy to understand but has an incredible work in 

fields and practice specially in classification (it can be used in regression as well), non-parametric mean does 

not make assumptions on the data and that is great and useful in the real life, and lazy mean does not use 

training data to do generalization, that and in best case it makes decision based on the entire training data set.  

For a data record t to be classified, its k nearest neighbors are retrieved, and this forms a neighborhood of record 

t. Majority voting among the data records in the neighborhood is usually used to decide the classification for 

record with or without attention of distance-based weighting . However, to apply KNN algorithm we need to 

choose an appropriate value for k, and the success of classification is dependent on the value of k. In a sense, the 

KNN method is predeterminedby k. There are many ways of choosing the K value, but a simple one is to run the 

algorithm many times with different k values and choose the one with the best performance [9]. 

There are three key elements: 

• A set of labeled objects (e.g., a set of stored records) 

• A distance or similarity metric to compute distance between objects. 

• The value of k, the number of nearest neighbors [11]. 
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KNN mainly works on the theory that the data is contained in a feature space. Hence all the points are contained 

in it, in order to find out the distance among the points Euclidian distance or Hamming distance is used 

according to the data type of data classes used [2]. Here a single number “k‟ is used to determine the total 

number of neighbors that determines the classification. If the value of k=1, then it is simply called as nearest 

neighbor.  

KNN requires:  

 An integer k  

 A training data set  

 A metric to measure closeness  

K nearest neighbors is a simple algorithm that stores all available cases and classifies new cases based on a 

similarity measure (e.g., distance functions) 

 

Following fig.4.1 shows how the classification can be done based on the value of k. In the fig. there are three 

classesꙍ1,ꙍ2, ꙍ3 and we have to find a class label forxu. Here suppose that the value of k is taken as 5 and 

calculate the Euclidian Distance between all current point and all other points. By examining we can find that of 

all the closest 5 points 4 of them belongs to ꙍ1 and one belong to ꙍ2 and hencexuis assigned toꙍ1. The whole 

technique can be reviewed as determining the nearest neighbor and then finding its class using the neighbor 

values.  

 

Fig. 4.1 

Example of K-NN classification  

Nearest neighbor classifiers are instance-based or lazy learners. They store all of the training samples and do not 

build a classifier until a new (unlabeled) sample needs to be classified. This contrasts with eager learning 

methods, such a decision tree induction and back propagation, which construct a generalization model before 

receiving new samples to classify. Nearest neighbor classifiers assign equal weight to each attribute. This may 

cause confusion when there are many irrelevant attributes in the data. 
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4.2 Previously Researches on KNN Algorithm 

Classification accuracy on six public datasets is comparable with C5.0,and KNN. KNN type classification 

method construct aKNN-modelwhich has a few representatives from training dataset with some extra 

information to represent the whole training dataset. The selection of each representation used the k, decided by 

dataset itself. The classification accuracy of KNN- Model was higher than KNN and C5.0. The KNN-Model 

significantly reduces the number of the data tuples in the final model for classification with a 90.41% reduction 

rate on average. It could be a good replacement for KNN in many applications such as dynamic web mining for 

a large repository[9]. A research over a medical data -set by[13] made a comparison between KNN and SVM, 

the result was after implementing these two algorithms, showed that KNN is a quite good classifier when 

applying KNN algorithm over small data set and the accuracy decrease when it applies over large data set. 

SVMis a complex classifier and the accuracy and other performance parameters are not too much depends over 

dataset size but about all factors dependent over the number of training cycles.The search time of SVM remains 

constant doesn't depend on the size of data set while search time in KNN increasing when the size of data 

increase [13]. Aresearch paper using cascading k-means clustering and KNN classifier over diabetic patient 

dataset and the result was quite good [10]. 

The model consists of three stages. The first stage, K-means clustering which is one of the simplest 

unsupervised learning algorithms and follows partitioning method for clustering. In the second stage Genetic 

algorithm (GA) and Correlation based feature selection (CFS) is used in a cascaded fashion in the third stage 

and a fine tuned classification is done using K-nearest neighbor (KNN) by taking the correct clustered instance 

of first stage and with feature subset identified in the second stage as inputs for the KNN. These stages enhanced 

classification accuracy of KNN. The proposed model obtained the classification accuracy of 96.68% for diabetic 

dataset [10]. Graz University of Technology, University of Washington, in May 2004 Experimented on the data 

of a surface inspection task and data sets from the UCI repository. Bayesian network classifiers more often 

achieve a better classification rate on different data sets as selective k-NN classifiers [14].A study on 

Classification Algorithms for Liver Disease Diagnosis results showed by [12] that the sensitivity of C4.5 

classification algorithm and accuracy was less than KNN classifier accuracy and sensitivity. 

Advantages of KNN Algorithm 

• KNN is an easy to understand and easy to implement classification technique. 

• It can perform well in many situations. Cover and Hart show that the error of the nearest neighbor rule 

isbounded above by twice the Bayes error under certain reasonable assumptions. Also, the error of thegeneral 

KNN method asymptotically approaches that of the Bayes error and can be used to approximate it. 

• KNN is particularly well suited for multi-modal classes as well as applications in which an object canhave 

many class labels. 

Disadvantages of KNN Algorithm 

 It is easy to implement by computing the distances from the test sample to allstored vectors, but it is 

computationally intensive, especially when the size of the training set grows. 
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V. DECISION TREE ALGORITHM 

 

Decision trees: Provide a graphical representation of a tree with conditions associated to the nodes that permit to 

classify a new instance in a predefined set of classes. DT have problems with very big data sets. It works with 

qualitative variables. 

Decision Tree (DT) classification technique is the learning of decision trees from class labeled training tuples 

[2]. A decision tree is a flowchart like tree structures, where each internal node denotes a test on an attribute, 

each branch represents an outcome of the test, and each leaf node holds a class label. [2]. It is constructed by 

examining a set of training samples whose class labels are known. Then these features of known samples are 

applied in order to determine the properties of unknown samples. They can be regarded as a powerful and 

popular tool for classification and prediction process [4]. 

Key requirements for constructing a decision tree are its attribute-value description which means its objects 

should be expressible in terms of a fixed collection of points called attributes, predefined classes also called as 

the target classes which have discrete output values and finally sufficient data which helps in understanding the 

model completely.  

Decision Tree is a classifier which has the form similar to that of a tree and has the following structure elements: 

 Root node: Left-most node in a decision tree  

 Decision node: Specifies a test on a single attribute  

 Leaf node: Indicates the value of target attribute  

 Edge: Split of an attribute  

 End-point: Right most node representing final outcome  

There are two possible types of divisions orpartitions: 

 Nominal partitions: a nominal attribute may lead to a splitwith as many branches as values there are for the 

attribute.  

 Numerical partitions: typically, they allow partitions like "X>" and "X <a". Partitions relating two different 

attributes are not permitted. 

 What distinguish the different algorithms fromeach others are the partitions they allow, and whatcriteria 

they use to select the partitions. 

DT is constructed using divide and conquers (D&C) approach [5]. Each path in DT determines a decision rule. 

Usually it follows a greedy approach from top to bottom i.e.; from root node to the ending node recursively for 

determining the final outcome and hence can deal with uncertainties. D&C strategy approaches a problem in the 

following manner: 

 Breaking the problem into different sub-problems which are the instances of the given problem Recursively 

solving each of these problems.  

 Finally combining each answers of these sub-problems into a single one. 

Decision Tree can be considered as more interpretable connected to that of neural networks and support vector 

machines (SVM) since they combines more data in an easily understandable format. Even small changes in the 

input data may lead to great variations in constructing the DT. In some cases it has to deal with uncertainties. 

This can be solved using sequential decision making of DT. The process of decisive the expected values from 

the end node back to the root node are known as decision tree roll-back.  
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Decision Tree shown in fig.5.1 and it can be explained with an example as given below. Usually DT follows a 

top-down approach. In the example it shows a weather forecasting methodology which deals with predicting 

whether it is sunny or rainy and what about the humidity if it is sunny [6],[7]. Thus this can be applied to 

determine whether the climate suits well for playing golf. Hence one can easily determine the present climate as 

well as what will be followed by in the future and based on that the decision can be made if the match can be 

held or not. This can also be applied in severalapplications such as rolling a die, product decision, etc., for 

prediction analysis.  

 

Fig. 5.1 

Example for Decision Tree 

Some of the advantages of DT are they are computationally cheap, easy to use and implement and simple. It also 

provides objective analysis to decision making, allows flexibility and effective for decision making. Major 

drawback of DT is that the whole process relies on the accuracy of the input data used and also requires 

qualitative data to determine the accuracy of the output. 

One major drawback of Greedy search is that it usually leads to sub-optimal solutions. A predictive model based 

on a branching series of Boolean tests.These smaller Boolean tests are less complex than a one-stage classifier.  

(Entropy: a numerical measure of the uncertainty of an outcome) 

Entropy of decision tree is the information gain measure, is minimized when all values of the target attribute are 

the same, If we know that commute time will always be short, then entropy = 0. 

Entropy is maximized when there is an equal chance of all values for the target attribute (the result is random), 

If commute time = short in 3 instances, medium in 3 instances and long in 3 instances, entropy is maximized. 

Calculation of entropy:  

(S) = ∑(i=1tol) - ∣Si∣∕∣S∣*log2(∣Si∣∕∣S∣) 

 S = set of examples 

 Si = subset of S with value vi under the target attribute 

 l = size of the range of the target attribute. 

Advantages of Decision Tree Algorithm 

 Decision trees are simple to understand and interpret. 

 They require little data and are able to handle both numerical and categorical data 

 It is possible to validate a model using statistical tests. 
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 They are strong in nature,therefore, they perform well even if its assumptions are       somewhat violated by 

the true model from which the data were generated 

 Decision trees perform well with large data in a short time. 

 Large amounts of data can be analyzed using personal computers in a time short enough to enable 

stakeholders to take decisions based on its analysis.  

 Nonlinear relationships between parameters do not affect tree performance 

 The best feature of using trees for analytics - easy to interpret and explain to executives. 

Disadvantages of Decision Tree Algorithm 

 Decision-tree learners create over-complex trees that do not generalize the data well. 

 Decision Trees do not work well if you have smooth boundaries.  i.e. they work best when you have 

discontinuous piece wise constant model. If you truly have a linear target function decision trees are not the 

best. 

 Decision Tree's do not work best if you have a lot of un-correlated variables.  Decision tree's work by 

finding the interactions between variables.  If you have a situation where there are no interactions between 

variables linear approaches might be the best. 

 Data fragmentation: Each split in a tree leads to a reduced dataset under consideration. And, hence the 

model created at the split will potentially introduce bias. 

 High variance and unstable :  As a result of the greedy strategy applied by decision tree's variance in finding 

the right starting point of the tree can greatly impact the final result. i.e. small changes early on can have big 

impacts later. So- if for example you draw two different samples from your universe, the starting points for 

both the samples could be very different (and may even be different variables) this can lead to totally 

different results. 

 

VI. BAYESIAN NETWORK 

 

Bayesian networks are a statistical method for Data Mining, a statistical method for discovering valid, novel and 

potentially useful patterns in data. Bayesian network (BN) is also called belief networks, is a graphical model 

for probability relationships among a set of variables features. BN consist of two components:  

 First component is mainly a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which the nodes in the graph are called the 

random variables and the edges between the nodes or random variables represents the probabilistic 

dependencies among the corresponding random variables.  

 Second component is a set of parameters that describe the conditional probability of each variable given its 

parents. A Bayesian network (BN) describes a system by specifying relationships of conditional 

dependence between its variables .The conditional dependences are represented by a directed acyclic graph, 

in which, each node [8]. 

A Bayesian network specifies a joint distribution in a structured form. Represent dependence/independence via a 

directed graph. 

 Nodes = random variables 

 Edges = direct dependence 

 Structure of the graph ⇔   Conditional independence relations. 
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In general, Bayesian network is expressed as 

p(X1, X2,....XN) = Π p(Xi | parents(Xi ) ) 

↑ 

       The full joint distribution          ↑ 

  The graph-structured approximation 

 •Requires that graph is acyclic (no  

        cycle) 

 Two components to a Bayesian network: The graph structure (conditional independence 

assumptions) 

The numerical probabilities (for each variable given its parents)There are several equivalent definitions of a 

Bayesian network.For all the following, let G = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph (orDAG), and let X = (Xv)v 

∈V be a set of random variables indexed by V. 

A Bayesian network is a DAG, G= (V, E) and a set of conditional probability distributions P. Each node has 

conditional probability table (CPT) which quantifies the effect of parent node. 

BNs take account of prior information for a given problem. This prior expertise about the structure of Bayesian 

network can take the following forms:  

 Declare that a node is root node.  

 Declare that a node is leaf node.  

 Declaring that a node has direct effect of another node.  

 Declaring that a node is not directly connected to another node.  

 Declaring that two nodes are independent, giving a condition set.  

 Providing partial ordering among the nodes.  

Main advantages of Bayesian Network. 

 Bayesian Network can be used by investigators to use their domain expert knowledge in the knowledge 

discovery process but other techniques primarily depend upon coded data to extract knowledge. 

 BN model can be easily understood compared to many other techniques by the use of nodes and arrows. 

Researchers can encode the domain expert knowledge by the use the graphical diagrams, so they can easily 

understand the output of BN.  

 Bayesian Network supports the use of probabilistic inference to update and revise belief values.  

 Bayesian networks readily permit qualitative inferences without the computational inefficiencies of 

traditional joint probability determinations. In doing so, they support complex inference modeling including 

rational decision making systems, value of information and sensitivity analysis. 

As such, they are useful for causality analysis and through statistical induction they support a form of automated 

learning. 

Applications of Bayesian Network are finding Relative Military Strength, River Crossing under Fire, Enemy 

Intention and Medical Diagnosis. 

Disadvantages of Bayesian Network. 

 Experts may be challenged to express their knowledge in the form of probability distributions  

 Some BN software packages may have limited ability to deal with continuous data. 
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 The acyclic property BN is required to carry out probability calculus, but implies that feedback effects 

cannot be included inthe network. 

Table 1 Comparision of Classification Techniques 

Method Generative  

Or 

Discriminative 

Loss Function Parameter  

estimation  

algorithm  

K-Nearest Neighbor Discriminative  

 

-log(X,Y)  Or  

Zero-one loss  

Should store all 

training data to 

classify new points  

 

Decision Tree  Discriminative  Zero-one loss  C4.5  

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

Due to our survey on comparison among data mining classification's algorithms (Decision tree, KNN,Bayesian) 

and analyzing of the time complexity of the stated algorithms we determine that all decision Tree's algorithms 

have less error rate and it is the easier algorithm as compared to KNN and Bayesian algorithms. The knowledge 

in Decision Tree represented in form of [IF-THEN] rules which is easyto understand. The disadvantages of 

decision tree algorithm are usuallyrequiring certain knowledge statistical experience. This leads to complete the 

process accurately. It can also be difficult to include variables on the decision tree, exclude duplicate 

information. As we mentioned there are many specific decision-tree algorithms. CART decision tree algorithm 

is the best algorithm for classification of data, which have shortest execution time. The result to predictive data 

mining technique on the same dataset showed that Decision Tree outperforms and Bayesian classification 

having the same accuracy as of decision tree but other predictive methods like KNN, Classification based on 

clustering are not giving good results. Due to our survey based on the previously researches we extract the fact 

that among (Decision tree, KNN, Bayesian) algorithms in data mining, KNN is having lesser accuracy while 

Decision tree and Bayesian are equal. But if Decision tree algorithm has merged with genetic algorithm then the 

accuracy of the Decision tree algorithm will improve and become more powerful and it will arise to be the best 

model approach among the other two algorithms. The efficiency of results using KNN can be improved by 

increasing the number of data sets and for Bayesian algorithm classifier by increasing the attributes. For time 

issue, researches statistics we conclude thatthe faster algorithm for classifier respectively is: Navi- Bayes 

algorithm, Decision tree and finally KNNalgorithmthat mean the last one is the most slowly algorithm for 

classifier. 
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Abstract-Municipal wastewater contains both organic and inorganic pollutants. These pollutants can be 

removed by chemical coagulation. The present study investigates the feasibility of utilization of cement kiln 

dust as a coagulant for municipal wastewater and discusses the optimum dose to obtain maximum removal 

efficiencies of COD.Cement kiln dust (CKD) is useless byproduct from the cement industry and has a 

significant resource value for using lime as a substitute.The effect of different dosages of cement kiln dust 

ranging from (0.5-3.0) gm/l has been discussed on bench-scale tests. The result shows the feasibility of using 

kiln dust with optimum dose of 2 gm/L as a good coagulant for municipal wastewater. 

 

Keywords    — Municipal wastewater; CementKilnDust (CKD); pH; Biochemical Oxygen Demand 

(BOD)  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Waste materials can be broadly classified in to two categories such as industrial wastes and domestic wastes. 

Cement kiln dust (CKD),fly ash, rice husk, demolished materials, waste tiles etc. are some industrial wastes and 

waste glass, incinerator residue, scrap rubber etc. are domestic wastes. Waste material recycling in to useful 

products has become a main solution to waste disposal problems. The main ingredient in cement is limestone 

which, along with a silica source, alumina source, and iron source is crushed and then introduced into a kiln, 

where it is heated at 1500
0
C.From this process about 10 to 60% of CKD is generated as a by-product and 65% of 

cement is produced. Cement kiln dust (CKD) is useless byproduct from the cement industry.APCDs such as 

Electrostatic Precipitator and Bag Filter were used to reduce gases emission. Even after providing APCDs some 

CKD is left which is disposed off on to the land. This may cause problems since no complete removal of waste is 

possible. 

The demands for water have suddenly increased due to technological advancement, population growth, and 

urbanization, which put great stress on the natural water cycle. Thus reuse of wastewater has become essential 

now a day. Planned reuse has gained importance in recent periods so that proper management of wastewater 

treatment is possible. The potential wastewater has to serve as a viable alternative source of water, in future.  

Cement kiln dust (CKD) can be used in municipal wastewater treatment as a coagulant due to high CaO content 

which is reacted with the wastewater effluent to form large flocs. 
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Many chemicals in various forms are used in wastewater treatment. For all practical purposes, applications for 

chemicals in treatment of domestic wastewater fall into five categories: 

i. Coagulation and flocculation 

ii. Precipitation dissolved substances. 

iii. pH adjustment. 

iv. Nutrient addition to biological systems, and 

v. Conditioning of wastewater sludge for digestion or filtration. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

 

Cement kiln dust is created in the kiln during the production of cement clinker. The dust is a 

particulate mixture of partially calcined and unreacted raw feed such as clinker dust and ash, enriched with 

alkali sulphates, halides and other volatiles. These particulates are captured by the exhaust gases and 

collected in Air Pollution Control Devices (APCD) such as cyclones, bag houses and electrostatic 

precipitators. Due to several factors the chemical and physical properties of CKD differ. Hence 

considerable change in plant operations with respect to raw feed, type of operation, dust collection facility, 

and type of fuel used etc has to be carried out. This results in varying use of the terms typical or average 

for CKD when compared with different plants. There are several types of cement kilns, which can be 

defined in a number of ways. Wet process kilns are fed raw materials in a slurry form, and dry process 

kilnsare fed raw materials in granular form.CKD is composed of free limes which are coarser particles and 

sulphates and alkalis which are finer particles. 

 

Coagulation technique is more suitable for wastewater treatment. Thus the paper investigates the CKD as a 

coagulant in treatment of municipal wastewater. 

Standard bench-scale (jar test) apparatus was used to investigate the coagulation and sedimentation of CKD of 

doses 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 gm/l each. 

Flash mixer was started at 300 rpm for one minute during which the CKD has been added at concentrations of 

0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 gm CKD /l. Following the flash mixing a flocculation for 10 minutes was carried with 

gentle stirring at 10 rpm, after which sedimentation for 20 minutes is carried out, then the samples have been 

drawn and analysed for the parameters such as pH, COD, BOD and color. 

All physical and chemical parameters were performed in accordance with the “Standard Methods for the 

examination of water and wastewater.” 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: 

 

A Cement Kiln Dust sample collected from J.K. Cement Company was analysed by x-ray diffractmeter and DTA 

analysis. 

The following table shows chemical composition of cement kiln dust (CKD): 
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Table 1:Chemical composition of cement kiln dust (CKD) 

 

SR.NO. 

 

Oxides 

 

%by weight 

1.  SiO2 10.69 

2.  Al2O3 23.22 

3.  Fe2O3 2.62 

4.  CaO 50.80 

5.  MgO 13.13 

6.  PH 12.60 

7.  CaCO3 25.20 

 

 

 

 

Three wastewater samples i.e. from Inlet, Aeration and Outlet were collected from Karad city STP and were 

analyzed for pH, COD, BOD and color. The results of wastewater analysis are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2:Typical analysis of wastewater samples 

Characteristics Wastewater Samples 

 Inlet Aeration Outlet 

pH 6.95 6.98 7.02 

COD mg/l 472 196 166 

BOD3 at 27
0
C mg/l 208 72 63 

Color Hazen 116 128 81 

 

      The variation in BOD after addition of different concentrations of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0gm 

cement kiln dust /l of inlet, aeration and outlet wastewater samples are shown in Table 3 and figure 1, 

figure 2, figure 3. 

 

Table 3:Results of BOD after addition of different concentrations of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0gm 

cement kiln dust /l of inlet, aeration and outlet wastewater samples: 

  

Cement Dose(gm/l) 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
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Figure 1: Variation in BOD of inlet wastewater 

 

As shown in Table 3 and Figure 1, the BOD initially is same but suddenly decreases at 2 gm/l CKD 

dosage. Then again BOD of inlet wastewater increases at 2.5gm/l dose of CKD and decrease at 3.0 gm/l 

dosage of CKD. 

 

Inlet Wastewater Sample 

BOD3 at 27
0
C (mg/l) 192 189 189 96 168 72 

Aeration Wastewater Sample 

BOD3 at 27
0
C (mg/l) 36 57 42 117 54 42 

Outlet Wastewater Sample 

BOD3 at 27
0
C (mg/l) 180 150 195 78 81 42 
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Figure 2: Variation in BOD of aeration wastewater 

 

        As shown in Table 3 and Figure 2, the BOD initially is increasing and suddenly decreases at 1.5 gm/l 

CKD dosage and sudden increase is seen at 2.0 gm/l CKD dosage. Then again BOD of aeration 

wastewater decreases at 2.5gm/l dose of CKD and 3.0 gm/l dosage of CKD. 

 

 

Figure 3: Variation in BOD of outlet wastewater 

 

        As shown in Table 3 and Figure 3, the BOD suddenly increases at 1.5 gm/l CKD dosage. Then again 

BOD of outlet wastewater suddenly decreases at 2.0gm/l dose of CKD to 3.0 gm/l dosage of CKD. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

 

1) Basically the BOD of wastewater is within the limits, but in order to check the reaction 

after addition of CKD and change in chemical and physical properties of wastewater, the 

project is carried and is fulfilled. Hence CKD as a coagulant, is satisfied 

2) Cement kiln dust with dose from 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0gm/l is able to reduce about 80% to 

90% of BOD at 27
0
C for municipal waste water. 

3) The optimum dose which satisfies high removal 

efficiencies for BOD is 2.0 gm/l of CKD dosages. 

 

V.LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 

 CKD- Cement Kiln Dust 

 BOD - Biochemical Oxygen Demand (mg/l)  
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